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Spongebob and Patrick are off on an adventure everywhere and not by choice. They will meet Danny
Phantom, Jenny XJ9, Mr. Blik, Waffles and Gordon, along with many other cartoon characters. The
chapters are short but a lot of chapters so far so enjoy
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Cartoon Dilemma
Chapter 1 On the Beach

Amityville Beach was packed Sam was lying on a beach towel with sunglasses peaked high on her
nose. Both guys told her how fun it would be and not many people would be there, but on they were
wrong. Yet since she was already there maybe she could get a dark tan. Danny and Tucker were
running around to see who could find the coolest thing on the beach. Sam only thought to herself “I can't
believe they got me out here.”
All of the sudden Danny came running up and then came along Tucker both yelling, “I found
something!” Sam slowly sat up, and in Danny's hand there was a sponge while Tucker had a starfish.

Now we take a close look at Danny and Tuckers hands.
Well look who we found Spongebob and Patrick.
****
“Patrick! Where are we?” asked Spongebob.
“We're on a tour to the Gift Shop!” replied Patrick with a wide grin.
“Noooooo, Patrick that's bad….Help! yelled Spongebob.
All Patrick had to say was “Hey where's my peanuts?”

Now how'd they get here.

Danny and Tucker were staring at what they found, but mainly at the sponge.
“Dude, what is it?” asked Tucker.

“It looks like a sponge.” Replied Danny with a blank look on his face.
“Well no duh! Genius it is a sponge,” came in Sam looking with a pitied face, “Tucker defiantly found
something cooler.”
“Yeah man, I'd throw it away seriously.” Said Tucker with a laugh.
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